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DISCLAIMER

You agree that by following this guide the author is not responsible for the success or failure.

You also agree that the author(s) are not responsible for any consequences resulting from using 
the information herein.

The author has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this report, 
notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent, at any time, that the contents within 
are 100% accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet, as well as other factors.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the Author as-
sumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter here-
in. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organisations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. 
Readers are cautioned to rely on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act 
accordingly.

This report is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice.  
All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting, 
and finance fields.
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About Me

Welcome to Digital Money Profit. My name is Mark Lyford and, if you 
don't know about me already, I thought I would share a little about me.

I am as unconventional as unconventional comes… My business career 
has had its fair share of ups and downs but, all along, lessons have 
been learned and I live to share those lessons with everyone I can. I am 
an online business authority and know what businesses need to do to 
cut the BS and get to the bottom of a multitude of online business 
matters.  No matter if you are an existing business making great profits 
or a brand new start up entrepreneur, I feel I can help anyone online and 
in their business.  I have a passion for motivating and inspiring people to 
achieve their goals and dreams, too.

I guess I am considered a veteran online, 
starting my business in 1997 and being 
pointed in the right direction by my first 
mentor to ‘go where the money is’.  I know 
that rule is still as relevant now, all these 
years on.

In the past few years I have been exposed 
to many life experiences that have 
changed the way I think about life and 
business and I believe those experiences 
can help others in their own lives.  I live in 
Leicestershire in the UK with my two boys, 
aged 11 yrs and 15 yrs, and my fiancé, 
Kate.  
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Introduction

I first got into crypto currency in April 2013 when my good friend, Brad 
Gosse, told me about Bitcoin.  I haven't looked back since and I honestly 
believe the potential it has to offer is beyond anything I have seen to 
date.

Initially it interested me because of the de-centralised nature of it but I 
soon realised the potential it had to change currency and finance, as we 
know it, forever. 

The last time I had such a feeling of excitement as I have about this 
business, is when I first started, way back, in my online adult business. I 
knew there was millions to be made. I just needed to find out how. 

I finally started ‘mining’ crypto in October 2013. (More about mining lat-
er). In April 2013 (the month Brad Gosse) first told me about it, Bitcoin 
was trading around $120 - $180.  In January that year it had never gone 
above $13.  It spiked on April 10th at $230. 

This was the time it all started kicking off with the banking crisis in 
Cyprus, after which the price went down again from $100 in May to $140 
in early October.  So, I started getting involved about this time. 

By early November the price was above $200. I knew the future was 
about to get interesting with all this. 

The next month was amazing. The price went from $200 to topping 
$1,250 around the end of November.  Amazing!  Brad Gosse and I had 
predicted a $500 Bitcoin by the year end, so, when it was over $1,000, 
we were very pleased!  During the following months it came down.  
Early February it was trading around $820.  As I write it is trading around 
$270.  Quite a roller coaster eh?. 

Fast forward two and a half years and I am in a very different place now 
from when I first started out with a successful Bitcoin and crypto busi-
ness called Banx (more about this later).
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Many great things have happened over the last few years.  Many com-
panies are starting to take Bitcoin.  You can pay for a Lamborghini in 
California with Bitcoin, as well as buy a computer from Dell computers.

Richard Branson even accepts Bitcoin for his Virgin Galactic flights!  The 
media interest in Bitcoin is amazing, too.  Not a day goes by without the 
press picking up on the latest Bitcoin news. 

There are so many opportunities with Bitcoin and the entire crypto busi-
ness. People mine Bitcoin's using high powered mining computers that 
work through complex algorithms.  Every 10 minutes there is a block of 
Bitcoins released. Each block contains 25 Bitcoins. There is currently 
over $15,000,000 being spent on electricity, worldwide, daily mining for 
bitcoin. Fifteen million dollars! Can you now start to see how big this all 
is? We personally have a server room mining for Bitcoin and other 
coins.

How can you get into this market? Easily, actually.  There are so many 
resources around. However, many of them do over complicate things.  
People who are not technical or don’t know about the world of crypto, of-
ten get put off  and stop continuing. This is why I am here. I want to 
bring Bitcoin and crypto currency to the masses. 

The de-centralised nature of Bitcoin means there are no central banks 
involved and no governments have (as of yet) any control over the cur-
rency.  Although I missed out on the initial gold rush of Bitcoin, I know 
we are only just at the beginning of the journey and the business of 
crypto.  I hear so many stories of people who mined Bitcoin back when it 
first started in 2009.  People were mining thousands of Bitcoin when 
they were worth nothing. Those same Bitcoin are now worth millions of 
dollars. The famous singer, Lilly Allen, turned down an online streamed 
concert in exchange for payment in Bitcoin a few years ago. Those 
same Bitcoins would have been worth millions of pounds now.  Maybe 
you saw in the news the story of a guy in Wales, in the UK, who mined 
7,500 Bitcoins in 2009 and threw away the hard drive, forgetting he had 
got them.  Only when he read all the news about the rising price of Bit-
coin in the press did he realise he had thrown away a hard drive worth 
over $3,500,000.  Another guy from Norway spent $25 buying Bitcoin in 
2010 and went on to sell them late in 2013 for over $800,000!
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So, like I say, although I missed out on all these wild stories of producing 
Bitcoin in the early days, things are only just beginning.  One of the in-
teresting things about Bitcoin itself is that there will only ever be 21 mil-
lion of them.  There are currently around fourteen million coins in exis-
tence and, every week that goes by, it gets harder and harder to pro-
duce them.  Some people predict a single Bitcoin will be worth over 
$10,000 some day.  Other analysts think it could go much further and 
some people even think there will be a $50,000 Bitcoin one day! 
 
So, yes, I am a Bitcoin and crypto currency fan and I think what we are 
seeing now, in this fascinating market, is only just the beginning.  We 
are at the very start of a whole new world of how we view currency. 
Credit cards and cash, in general, were never really designed to be 
used online.  Bitcoin and crypto currency is ideal for online transactions. 
Bitcoin’s minimal processing costs and fast transactions mean people 
can pay for goods and services completely electronically. 

Get ready for the ride. It’s going to be an interesting one!

Mark Lyford 
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What Is Crypto Currency?

A crypto currency is a digital medium of exchange. The first crypto cur-
rency to begin trading was Bitcoin in 2009.  Since then, numerous crypto 
currencies have become available.  Fundamentally, crypto currencies 
are specifications regarding the use of currency which seek to incorpo-
rate principles of cryptography to implement a distributed, decentralised 
and secure information economy.  When comparing crypto currencies to 
fiat money, the most notable difference is in how no group or individual 
may accelerate, stunt, or, in any other way, significantly abuse the pro-
duction of money. 

Instead, only a certain amount of crypto currency is produced by the en-
tire crypto currency system collectively, at a rate which is bound by a 
value, both prior defined and publicly known.

Dozens of crypto currency specifications have been defined and most 
are similar to and derived from the first fully implemented crypto curren-
cy protocol, Bitcoin.

Within crypto currency systems, the safety, integrity, and balance of all 
ledgers is ensured by a swarm of mutually distrustful parties, referred to 
as miners, who are, for the most part, general members of the public, 
actively protecting the network by maintaining a high hash-rate difficulty 
for their chance at receiving a randomly distributed small fee.  Subvert-
ing the underlying security of a crypto currency is mathematically possi-
ble, but the cost may be unfeasibly high. 

For example, against Bitcoin's proof-of-work based system, an attacker 
would need computational power greater than that controlled by the en-
tire swarm of miners in order to even have a chance, which means di-
rectly circumventing Bitcoin's security may be a task well beyond even a 
technology company the size of Google.

Most crypto currencies are designed to gradually introduce new units of 
currency, placing an ultimate cap on the total amount of currency that 
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will ever be in circulation. This is done both to mimic the scarcity (and 
value) of precious metals and to avoid hyper-inflation.

As a result, such crypto currencies tend to experience hyper-deflation as 
they grow in popularity and the amount of the currency in circulation ap-
proaches this finite cap. Compared with ordinary currencies held by fi-
nancial institutions or kept as cash on hand, crypto currencies are less 
susceptible to seizure by law enforcement.

Early attempts to integrate cryptography with electronic money were 
made by David Chaum, via DigiCash and ecash, which used cryptogra-
phy to anonymise electronic money transactions, albeit with centralised 
issuing and clearing.

The first crypto currency was Bitcoin, which was created in 2009 by 
pseudonymous developer Satoshi Nakamoto, and used SHA-256 as its 
proof-of-work scheme.

Later on, other major crypto currencies, such as Namecoin (an attempt 
at a decentralised DNS, which would make internet censorship very dif-
ficult), Litecoin (which uses scrypt as a proof-of-work, as well as having 
faster transaction confirmations). 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The Basics

At first, it is hard to get your head around how Bitcoin actually works and 
functions as a currency. Hopefully this infographic helps :)

You can download the full size infographic above, here:

http://cryptoprofit.s3.amazonaws.com/infographics/how-bitcoing-works-large.jpg

http://cryptoprofit.s3.amazonaws.com/infographics/how-bitcoing-works-large.jpg
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Mining

Before we begin, please understand that most Bitcoin users don't mine! 
Bitcoin mining is a business and a very competitive one. Mining only 
makes sense if you plan to do it for fun and, thus, don't care if you make 
a profit, or if you can do it very efficiently and for a profit.

If you want to get Bitcoins based on a fixed amount of mining power, but 
you don't want to run the actual hardware yourself, you can purchase a 
mining contract.

Bitcoin Mining Hardware

CPU's: In the beginning, mining with a CPU was the only way to mine 
Bitcoins. Mining this way, via the original Satoshi client, is how the Bit-
coin network started. This method is no longer viable now that the net-
work difficulty level is so high. You might mine for years and years with-
out earning a single coin.

GPU's: Soon it was discovered that high end graphics cards were much 
more efficient at Bitcoin mining and the landscape changed. CPU Bit-
coin mining gave way to the GPU (Graphical Processing Unit). The 
massively parallel nature of some GPUs allowed for a 50x to 100x in-
crease in Bitcoin mining power while using far less power per unit of 
work. While any modern GPU can be used to mine, the AMD line of 
GPU architecture turned out to be far superior to the nVidia architecture 
for mining Bitcoins and the ATI Radeon HD 5870 turned out to be the 
most cost effective choice at the time.

FPGA's: As with the CPU to GPU transition, the Bitcoin mining world 
progressed up the technology food chain to the Field Programmable 
Gate Array.  With the successful launch of the Butterfly Labs FPGA ‘Sin-
gle', the Bitcoin mining hardware landscape gave way to specially manu-
factured hardware dedicated to mining Bitcoins.  While the FPGAs didn't 
enjoy a 50x - 100x increase in mining speed, as was seen with the tran-
sition from CPUs to GPUs, they provided a benefit through power 
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efficiency and ease of use.  A typical 600 MH/s graphics card consumed 
upwards of 400w of power, whereas, a typical FPGA mining device 
would provide a hash rate of 826 MH/s at 80w of power.  That 5x im-
provement allowed the first large Bitcoin mining farms to be constructed 
at an operational profit.  The Bitcoin mining industry was born.

ASIC's: The Bitcoin mining world is now solidly in the Application Specif-
ic Integrated Circuit (ASIC) era.  An ASIC is a chip designed specifically 
to do one thing and one thing only.  Unlike FPGA's, an ASIC cannot be 
repurposed to perform other tasks.  An ASIC designed to mine Bitcoins 
can only mine Bitcoins and will only ever mine Bitcoins.  The inflexibility 
of an ASIC is offset by the fact that it offers a 100x increase in hashing 
power while reducing power consumption compared to all the previous 
technologies. For example, a good Bitcoin miner like the Monarch, from 
Butterfly Labs, provides 600 GH/s (1 Gigahash is 1000 Megahash. 1 
GH/s = 1000 MH/s) while consuming 350w of power.  Compared to the 
GPU era, this is an increase in hash rate and power savings of nearly 
300x.

Unlike all the previous generations of hardware preceding ASIC, ASIC is 
the "end of the line" when it comes to disruptive technology.  CPUs were 
replaced by GPUs which were, in turn, replaced by FPGAs which were 
replaced by ASICs. There is nothing to replace ASICs now or even in 
the immediate future. There will be stepwise refinement of the ASIC 
products and increases in efficiency, but nothing will offer the 50x - 100x 
increase in hashing power or 7x reduction in power usage that moves 
from previous technologies offered. This makes power consumption on 
an ASIC device the single most important factor of any ASIC product, as 
the expected useful lifetime of an ASIC mining device is longer than the 
entire history of Bitcoin mining.  It is conceivable that an ASIC device 
purchased today would still be mining in two years if the device is power 
efficient enough and the cost of electricity does not exceed it's output. 
Mining profitability is also dictated by the exchange rate, but under all 
circumstances the more power efficient the mining device, the more 
profitable it is.
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The Truth About Mining 

Honestly, Bitcoin mining is a arms race.  We have miners that cost over 
£100,000 ($150,000) in our offices that simply are not worth plugging in. 
Why? Because they cost more in electricity than they would ever pro-
duce in Bitcoin!

I remember when the first ASIC miners came out. We were excited to 
see 5 Gh machines (Gh = Giga Hashes) and the maths are the same as 
hard drives space. i.e 5 Giga hash, 5 term hash etc.)
 
We spent many thousands of dollars on 500 Gh machines. Now, like I 
say, they are not worth plugging in. 
 
The machines we are currently running are 5 Th machines (10 times 
more powerful) and, come the end of the year, they will not be worth 
running. 
 
The mining industry is waiting for the next 
batch of new machines to come through.  It 
is rumoured that these machines will cost 
1/3 to run and be between 10-20 times 
more powerful.  So they could be 50 Terra 
hash machines plus and cost less to run 
than the current 5 Terra hash machines. 

And, with mining, you have to get first 
movers advantage.  You have to be in at 
the beginning of new machines coming 
out.  If not, your profitability will be hit, big 
time. 

So, like I say, it’s an arms race that you 
have to keep on top of. 

The two main factors of mining are power 
cost and hashing power. 
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I am sure within a couple of years things will be massively different 
again. I’m positive the mining industry surrounding Bitcoin will be domi-
nated by large mining companies. 

There are far more easier and profitable ways to be involved in 
Bitcoin! :) 

Software

There are two basic ways to mine: On your own or as part of a pool. Al-
most all miners choose to mine on a pool because it takes the luck out 
of the process. Before you join a pool, make sure you have a Bitcoin 
wallet so you have a place to store your Bitcoins.  Next, you need to join 
a mining pool.

These are the current biggest mining pools around: 
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With pool mining, the profit from any block a member generates, is di-
vided up among the members of the pool. This gives the pool members 
a more frequent, steady payout (this is called reducing your variance), 
but your payout(s) will be less unless you use a zero fee pool, like 
Eclipse.  Solo mining will give you large, infrequent payouts and pooled 
mining will give you small, frequent payouts, but both add up to the 
same amount if you're using a zero fee pool.

Once you have your client set up or you have registered with a pool, the 
next step is to set up the actual mining software. The most popular 
GPU/FPGA/ASIC miner at the moment is BFGminer or CGminer. For a 
full GUI experience, try EasyMiner.

There is a great video you could watch at: http://youtu.be/GmOzih6I1zs

(Video courtesy of www.bitcoinmining.com)

http://youtu.be/GmOzih6I1zs
http://www.bitcoinmining.com
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Market Cap - How Big Is It?

One of the questions I get asked many times is exactly how big is the 
crypto currency market? Well, at the time of writing this report, the situa-
tion is growing rapidly.  Below is a list of the top 10 crypto currencies on-
line at the moment with their market caps.

(From http://coinmarketcap.com)

http://coinmarketcap.com
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Do you see that?!?  The total market cap of the top 100 crypto curren-
cies on the market is over 4 billion dollars!

And, as we speak, bitcoin is trading at less than $300 compared to what 
it was this time last year.  Bitcoin is 70% of the market cap.

This is a multi billion dollar industry and we are only just getting started!

Now, if you look at number 7 on that list above, you will see Banx 
Shares.  That is my company.  Yes, within a year I have managed to 
launch my own crypto currency, which people love. (More later)

(All information from http://coinmarketcap.com/ on 15th August 2015)

http://coinmarketcap.com/
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Bitcoin

As I mentioned, the price of Bitcoin has been a roller coaster ride. Noth-
ing really happened until April 2013. Prior to that, it was worthless for 
months and months, then traded at between $10 - $15 for a long time. 
When things in Cyprus went wrong with their banking system, Bitcoin 
shot up to $260 briefly. Then everything started to happen in October 
2013.  Bitcoin peaked at $1,250 in December.  As you can see since, its 
been up and down.  I really think there will be a solid $800 Bitcoin very 
soon.  See the graph below.  You can see how things are going.  Bitcoin 
is the first crypto currency and, personally, I think it will become a global 
reserve currency, like gold.  There are many practicalities as to why it 
cant be a transactional daily currency.  The more it grows in value, the 
more people will use it as a reserve currency. 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What People Think

You only have to Google ‘Bitcoin’ to see what people say about it.  And, 
true, you will find some people saying negative things about it.  The 
press like to pick up on negatives. 

But I’m here to tell you there are many people saying big things about it. 

Here are just a few:

You may know 
the Winklevoss 
brothers’ names 
from the film, The 
Social Network. 
The two brothers 
are massive in-
vestors into Bit-
coin and say it 
may hit $40,000 
per coin one day. 

Can you imagine the market 
cap being $400 billion dollars 
one day? The Winklevoss 
brothers can. 
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Here is an interesting figure for you; if Bitcoin managed to capture just 
1% of the gross world product, 1% of the global Forex market and 1% of 
the total word stock market, its market cap would be around 3.5 trillion 
dollars.  What does that mean, I hear you ask?  Well, that would mean 
one single Bitcoin would be worth $170,000.
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There are other people who like Bitcoin, too. Patrick Byrne, CEO of 
Overstock, is launching his own stock exchange in the US for crypto 
based stocks.
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Someone else who is a big fan of digital currency is Sir Richard Bran-
son. It is well worth taking a look at his ‘How Digital Currencies Could 
Change The World Report’, on his Virgin website. 
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Another big development for Bitcoin is that Paypal is now involved, 
through its Braintree subsidiary.
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And top banks 
are looking at 
Bitcoin and the 
technology that 
runs it, called 
‘Blockchain’ 

ING, ABN Amro 
are looking at 
how they can 
use the technol-
ogy that runs 
Bitcoin.

Barclays bank 
in the UK, too. 

When banks 
stand up and 
take notice, 
you know the 
technology is 
going no 
where.   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Trading / Investment

I could write an entire course about trading crypto currencies, but for the 
purposes of this report, I will give you some basics. 

I personally trade numerous crypto currencies every day and bitcoin 
makes up for a great deal of the trading I do. 
 
One of the best sites to use to start your crypto trading journey is my 
crypto exchange :) You can sign up at http:banx.io 

You can trade pretty much every Altcoin worth while on Banx.io.  It’s a 
truly fascinating place.   As you can see above, there are many types of 
different currencies to buy and sell, including Bitcoin, Litecoin etc. 
 
Obviously, by its very nature, trading of any currencies is risky and your 
funds can go down as well as up. 

http://www.banx.io
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We have professional traders working for us to do all our trading these 
days and we average around 15% profit per month.  This is set to in-
crease as we hand over more BTC to them to trade with.

I have 2 traders working as part of my company now, Shack and Alex.  I 
sent them 15BTC to test out their methods and they have turned that 
into over 20BTC in just over 2 months using a mixture of trading styles 
and options.

Trading is a very risky business but what we are doing with these guys 
lowers the risk considerably, but that also means the returns are slightly 
lower than the higher risk trading methods.

I could tell them to go higher risk but that could wipe out our trading ac-
counts so it is a much better option to keep the risk low and keep steadi-
ly increasing our holdings.

I also have people in my company who have become interested in trad-
ing and now do a lot of trading on the Forex and crypto markets and 
they all do very well from it, to the point that I am setting up a dedicated 
trading account for my staff so everyone can profit more from it all.

As I’m sure you have worked out already, trading can be extremely risky 
for someone just starting out but most places in the Forex world allow 
you to open a demo account where you can test your strategies on other 
markets to see if it is working for you without risking any of your own 
money.  Once you have got a trading strategy, you can take it over to 
somewhere like Banx.io and start trading for real and making more 
money!

Trading is just one part of this great business, and the most risky.  But 
the rewards are amazing if you know what you are doing and study the 
markets.  Do yourself a favour and register with Banx.io and start watch-
ing whats going on. 
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Accepting Bitcoin / Altcoins

If you run an online business of any kind, you should accept Bitcoin and 
other alternative coins. 
 
The best solution to accept Bitcoins on your website is bitpay.com

You can sign up to BitPay at http://bitpay.com.  Its easy to do and you 
can chose to accept USD / UKP or just take Bitcoin. This company has 
gone from strength to strength over the last few months and we are 
working with some of the top companies, worldwide, to get Bitcoin ac-
cepted online by as many websites as possible.

My company, Banx Capital, is also working on a payment solution to ri-
val BitPay, called BanxPay, which is due to be launched in the final quar-
ter of 2015.  This will be tied into our exchange at Banx.io and it will give 
you the option to keep your payments in Bitcoin, immediately convert 
them to your local currency, or take a percentage of either.

Another advantage of accepting Bitcoin is if you put out a press release 
mentioning this, you are likely to get picked up by many of the crypto 
news outlets which will drive more traffic to your site.

My advice is to take Bitcoin payments and keep hold of the Bitcoin. Use 
it as a savings account.  

http://bitpay.com
http://bitpay.com
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Massive Potential

The entire crypto industry has massive potential.  But, like many great 
opportunities, there are so many other things you can get involved in, 
too. What ever you decide will work best for you is entirely up to you.  It 
could be mining, buying and holding crypto, trading or offering products 
and services in exchange for crypto currency.  What ever you decide 
you should just get involved! And now!

Getting Involved

Over the coming weeks and months I have many new and exciting 
things happening within my crypto businesses.  I will be releasing more 
information very soon.  There are many ways you can get involved and 
succeed with crypto currencies.

Mark Lyford 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Resources

I have included some useful resources for you to continue your crypto 
journey:

Current Bitcoin prices:  https://bitcoinity.org/markets (One of the best charting 
sites out there)

Check out where Bitcoin is flowing, worldwide, in real time, here: 

http://FiatLeak.com

Trade over 30 different exchanges instantly (including banx.io) using 
coinigy.com.  Sign up here: http://coinigy.com/banx.

We also own and run one of the best crypto news sites around called 
Digital Money Times.  You can check it out here: http://digitalmoney-
times.com/ and you can signup to our newsletter which will send you the 
latest daily news direct to your email. 

https://bitcoinity.org/markets
http://FiatLeak.com
http://coinigy.com
http://coinigy.com/banx
http://digitalmoneytimes.com/
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Another great section on Digital Money Times is our beginners feature 
which tells you much more about this amazing technology.  Check it out 
here: http://digitalmoneytimes.com/category/novicebeginners/

Want to win your own physical Bitcoin from my company, Banx Mint?
 

Enter To Win Here

http://digitalmoneytimes.com/category/novicebeginners/
http://banxmint.com/competition/
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Get In Touch

If you would like to follow me on twitter, you can follow me at:

http://twitter.com/marklyford

For everything related to Bitcoin, you can follow my Bitcoin business at:

http://twitter.com/BanxCapital

http://twitter.com/marklyford
http://www.twitter.com/BanxCapital
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Bonuses Webinar

After reading this report, I know you are going to be as excited as I was 
when I first got into this.  And I am all about helping you as much as 
possible. 

I have decided to include a bonus webinar for you to come along to. 

During the webinar we will be there to answer any questions you have 
about crypto and Bitcoin. The webinar will be a valuable thing for you to 
attend if you are really serious about success in this market. 
 
You can check out the webinar here : 

http://banxnow.com/webinar

We look forward to speaking to you soon!

http://banxnow.com/webinar

